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Abstract

The 1800–2016 monthly precipitation record for the upper Adda river basin is

presented. It is computed by applying the anomaly method to a quality-

checked and homogenized observation database. The reconstruction accuracy

and its evolution over the study period is evaluated at both station and grid-cell

levels. The anomaly-based interpolation provides rather robust estimates even

for the early years of sparse station coverage with basin precipitation recon-

struction errors around 10%. The Theil-Sen trend analysis on the basin precipi-

tation series shows significant (Mann-Kendall p value <.05) long-term

tendencies of −3.8 ± 1.9% and −9.3 ± 3.8% century−1 for annual and autumn

precipitation, respectively, even though the annual trend is not significant by

excluding the first decades from the evaluation. As the basin precipitation

record is expected to be underestimated due to the rain-gauge snow under-

catch, the monthly precipitation fields are subjected to a correction procedure

which allows to derive the multiplicative correcting constant to be applied to

the basin annual precipitation series. The comparison between 1845 and

2016 yearly corrected precipitation and runoff records highlights current

annual water losses of about 400 mm while the annual runoff coefficients

exhibit a long-term significant decrease of −6.4 ± 1.0% century−1. This change

in the hydrological cycle is mostly to be ascribed to the strong long-term reduc-

tion in annual runoff values (−11.8 ± 3.2% century−1) driven by increasing

evapotranspiration due to both temperature increase and, likely, land-use

changes.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Alpine region is particularly prone to global warming,
showing a significantly higher temperature trend than
the Earth's average one. Indeed, the HISTALP database,

one of the best archives of secular meteorological series
in the world (e.g., Auer et al., 2007) gives evidence of a
temperature increase of about 1.5�C in the last 150 years,
recorded both at low and high-elevation areas (Böhm
et al., 2001; Brunetti et al., 2009). Beside temperature
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trend, also precipitation variability and changes in its sea-
sonality over the Alpine region were documented in the
scientific literature (e.g., Schmidli et al., 2002; Casty
et al., 2005; Brunetti et al., 2006a).

The climate change poses a severe threat to the
Alpine hydrological system, causing a significant pres-
sure on the key role that Alps have for water storage and
supply with potential impacts on economic activities,
such as agriculture, energy and industrial production,
also on downstream regions (Schaefli et al., 2007; Viviroli
et al., 2007; EEA (European Environment Agency), 2009;
Beniston, 2012; Fatichi et al., 2014).

To face this problem, it is crucial (1) to investigate the
spatio-temporal evolution of precipitation over Alpine
areas on secular time scales, (2) to assess long-term areal
precipitation records for the main Alpine catchments,
and (3) to compare them with the corresponding runoff
records. The latter allows in fact to highlight the effect of
temperature induced changes in the occurrence of solid
and liquid precipitation and its seasonality, in the snow
water equivalent, as well as in the contributions of evapo-
transpiration and melting glaciers on the water disposal.

High-resolution datasets of monthly precipitation
have been recently produced over the Alpine region, for
example, by Efthymiadis et al. (2006) for the period
1800–2003 at 10-min spatial resolution and by Masson
and Frei (2016) for the period 1901–2008 at 5 km resolu-
tion, while Isotta et al. (2014) provided a 1971–2008 daily
dataset at 5 km grid spacing. High-resolution analyses of
precipitation were also provided over smaller Alpine
domains, such as by Brugnara et al. (2012) and Golzio
et al. (2018) for the central European Alps, by
Gyalistras (2003) for Switzerland and by Durand
et al. (2009) for the French Alps. Among the gridding
methods which have been proposed so far, the so-called
“anomaly method” is one of the most applied approaches
(e.g., New et al., 2001; Mitchell and Jones, 2005). All the
gridding procedures aim at projecting the in-situ observa-
tions onto the cells of a regular grid, allowing to evaluate
the climatic signal for a number of points which can be
of several orders of magnitude larger than the number of
the available rain-gauges. The long-term analyses per-
formed on both monthly and daily scales revealed spa-
tially heterogeneous trends in total precipitation and in
statistical indexes over the Alps (e.g., Brunetti
et al., 2006a; Scherrer et al., 2016; Pavan et al., 2018).
Besides spatial variability, trend slope and significance
were found to be dependent also on the examined period,
suggesting the need of continuous update for both pre-
sent and past years (see e.g., Brugnara et al., 2012).

In this framework, we applied the anomaly method
to reconstruct a 30-arc sec resolution dataset of
1800–2016 monthly precipitation records for an area

centred over the upper part of Adda river basin, an
important water reservoir in the Central Alps for a wide
portion of Northern Italy. This area is covered by a rele-
vant number of long meteorological observations and it
has one of the longest daily runoff records in Italy which
has been recently recovered over the period 1845–2016.
This record is presented and analysed (Ranzi et al., this
issue) in the second part of the multi-century meteo-
hydrological analysis for the Adda river basin of which
this paper is the first part. The upper part of Adda river
basin represents therefore a very interesting region to bet-
ter investigate the response of Alpine water resources to
climate variability and change.

The computed precipitation dataset constitutes an
improvement to the state of the art for this area: it is based
on a very dense observation database spanning more than
two centuries and containing quality-checked and homog-
enized series retrieved from both national and extra-
national sources, from new digitization activities and from
the recent automatic station records, which allow to
extend the reconstruction up to date and to improve the
data coverage, especially at higher elevations. In the last
decades in fact a relevant number of rain-gauges was
established in mountainous areas where observations are
requested for both hydropower production and activities
of prevention of natural hazards. The availability of new
records allows to reduce the general difficulty in
reconstructing the precipitation signal over mountainous
regions which is mainly due to the uneven coverage of
observations decreasing towards higher elevations, the low
availability of secular station records and the heterogene-
ity of precipitation gradients due to the complex interac-
tions between atmospheric circulation and the roughness
of the surface (Haylock et al., 2008). Another relevant
issue to be considered is the well-known rain-gauge
undercatch, especially of solid precipitation, which could
lead to significant precipitation underestimations in
mountainous domains (Sevruk et al., 2009).

The paper aims at presenting the dataset, at assessing
the robustness of the gridding method in relation to the
development of the station network and at describing the
multi-century record of areal precipitation extracted from
the monthly gridded fields for the upper Adda river
basin. This record is then analysed to investigate the
trends and variability in precipitation regime over the
basin and to perform the comparison with the 1845–2016
runoff coefficient. The monthly database allowed to
extend the precipitation reconstruction back to 1800 and
the availability of total areal precipitation values for the
basin over the first half of the 19th century could repre-
sent a helpful proxy-data to estimate runoff even when
this information was not yet collected. All the analyses
were performed on monthly resolution due to the low
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availability of daily precipitation data before 1951, which
are still stored in hardcopy yearbooks.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | The study area

This study focuses on an area centred on the upper part
of the Adda river catchment (45.6�–46.7�N and 8.8�–
10.7�E, Figure 1b). This area will be called thereafter
“study domain”, while the word “study basin” will be
used to refer to the upper basin of the Adda river (the
region bordered by the yellow line in Figure 1b), which is
one of the main tributaries of Po river. The study basin
includes an area of 4,508 km2 mostly located over the

southern Alpine ridge in Lombardy, from the Rhaetian
Alps to the Lake Como outlet in Lecco. The region is
characterized by a very heterogeneous orography, which
is predominated by the mountain environment and
includes some of the main glaciers of the Central Alps
contributing, to limited extent, to the annual hydrological
cycle of the study basin. A more detailed description of
the study basin and of the water uptake regulation is pro-
vided in the companion paper (Ranzi et al., this issue).

2.2 | The observation database

The database used to compute the study domain gridded
dataset of 1800–2016 monthly precipitation series was set
up by starting from the collection of monthly

FIGURE 1 Spatial

distribution of the available

stations over (a) the larger area

surrounding the study domain and

(b) inside it. In panel (a) only the

station series starting before 1861

are shown with series starting

before 1811 represented by black

points, in panel (b) all the available

records are reported together with

the corresponding starting year

[Colour figure can be viewed at

wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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precipitation records performed by Crespi et al. (2018)
which is mainly based on the archive of the former Ital-
ian Hydrographic Service (Servizio Idrografico, SI). Two
different data collection approaches were used for the
study domain (Figure 1b and red bordered region in
Figure 1a) and for the outer area (Figure 1a).

The data availability over the study domain was
improved by:

• including the Trentino-Alto Adige/Südtirol monthly
records provided by the digitization project “Before
1921” (https://before1921.wordpress.com). These new
data allowed to extend into the past 37 series previ-
ously available only from 1921 and to add two new
records;

• digitizing new data from the yearbooks of the former
SI (Servizio Idrografico, 1920; 1925; 1959). 28 series
previously available only from 1951 were extended in
the past. The records to digitize were selected by priori-
tizing the stations of the study domain with the longest
time coverage and located at the highest elevations;

• performing a new download of all the precipitation
records available for the study domain from
Meteotrentino (updated to April 2017) and from Met-
eoSwiss (updated to September 2017). In case of avail-
able homogenized Swiss station series, they were
preferred to the original versions;

• collecting all precipitation records provided by the
mechanical and automatic stations of the Regional
Environmental Protection Agency (ARPA) and the
Geological Monitoring Centre (CMG) of Lombardy.
The records of automatic stations were merged with
those of the mechanical ones allowing to overcome the
general fragmentation of records occurring at most
Italian sites since the 1980s, due to the transition from
manual to automatic monitoring systems as well as the
transition of the national rain-gauge network from SI
to the Italian regional agencies.

The precipitation station records inside the study
domain are indeed the most relevant ones for the present
work. However, no data are available over this area
before the 1860s and the station coverage remains quite
sparse over the following decades too. In order to
improve the observation availability and to get reliable
information about the climate evolution also for the
ancient years, it was necessary to include in the data col-
lection activities a wider region around the domain. For
this region, all the longest series available from the
monthly homogenized archives of MeteoSwiss and
HISTALP (Auer et al., 2007) were considered together
with the homogenized versions of some of the longest
Italian precipitation records starting in the 18th century

or in the first half of the 19th century (Brunetti
et al., 2006b). These stations allow the evaluation of the
precipitation signal for the study domain in the earliest
period, while they provide a marginal contribution to the
reconstruction in the following decades when the station
coverage over the study domain increases.

The collected series were checked for quality and
homogeneity, except for the ones derived from already
quality-controlled and homogenized archives. The
quality-check procedure was performed, as described in
Crespi et al. (2018), by comparing each measured series
with a simulated one by means of neighbouring observa-
tions. High errors in the comparison allowed to remove
gross errors such as outliers, spurious sequences of null
values and digitization oversights. The series showing
high deviations from the reconstructions and those with
less than 10 years of data were definitely discarded from
the database. When more than one source was available
for the same site, the record with the longest time cover-
age and/or the highest quality was retained.

The homogeneity was then evaluated by applying the
Craddock test (Craddock, 1979) on more than
400 monthly series with at least 20 years of data and, in
case of relevant breaks, the homogenization was per-
formed. 125 series containing on average 85 years of data
were homogenized by identifying more than 300 breaks.

The final monthly database contains 338 precipitation
series inside the study domain and 102 inside the study
basin, while the stations outside the study domain with
data before 1861 are 54, with 10 stations having data
before 1811, represented as black points in Figure 1a. 120
series contain more than 120 years of data and 14 out of
them are located within the study domain. The time evo-
lution of the data availability for the study domain and
study basin is shown in Figure 2. The first stations operat-
ing inside the study domain started in 1861 and in 1873
inside the study basin. The station density increased signif-
icantly from the beginning of the 20th century thanks to
the contribution of the new meteorological network man-
aged by SI. After the difficulties due to the World War II,
the greatest station availability is reached, especially from
1951 to the end of the century when SI was closed and the
Italian national network was fragmented into regional and
subregional Agencies with the concurrent transition from
the mechanical to automatic monitoring systems.

The inter-station distance, that is, the mean distance
between each station and the closest one, over the whole
area spanned by the database decreases gradually from
about 150 km in the first decade, when less than 10 sta-
tions are available, to about 60 km in 1860 when 53 rain-
gauges were operating and to 25 km in 1900 with more
than 250 records. During the 20th century this value
reduces further reaching about 8 km within the study
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domain in the decades of maximum data availability
(1951–2000).

The rain-gauge density varies significantly over the
years also on altitude ranges. Most of the ancient sites are
located at low elevations and the distribution gradually
becomes more homogeneous over all the elevation bands
in the 20th century. Despite of the increment of data
availability for the highest elevations, the coverage of in
situ data is still low or even missing for a relevant frac-
tion of the grid cells located above 2000 m a.s.l. which
are about 30% of study area grid cells.

2.3 | The interpolation scheme: From
rain-gauge network to gridded records

The gridded dataset of 1800–2016 monthly precipitation
records over the study domain was reconstructed on a 30-arc
sec resolution digital elevation model (DEM) by means of
the anomaly method. In this scheme the precipitation signal
is reconstructed by superimposing the spatial fields of
monthly climatologies and the spatio-temporal fields of rela-
tive anomalies. The two fields are computed separately and
the final monthly estimate is obtained by their product.

The monthly precipitation climatologies were con-
structed over the 1961–1990 period corresponding to the
30 years of maximum data availability. The station
monthly normals were computed after completing the
gaps of the series over the reference period and the
resulting data density is on average one station per
53 km2. They were then interpolated onto the DEM by
means of a local weighted linear precipitation–elevation
regression (LWLR) as described in Crespi et al. (2018). In
LWLR the precipitation–elevation relationship is allowed
to change for each grid cell. In fact, precipitation–elevation
relationship is estimated for each 30 arc sec grid cell of the

domain by choosing the most appropriate set of stations
taking into account the topographic similarities between
the stations and the grid cell itself, in terms of radial dis-
tance (rad), vertical distance (h), slope steepness (st), slope
orientation (facet) and distance from the sea. In order to
take into account the actual spatial scales at which the
interactions between atmospheric circulation and orogra-
phy are expected to occur, a smoothed DEM version was
used where the terrain details are reduced but retaining
the original horizontal step of 30 arc sec (Daly et al., 2002;
Foresti et al., 2018; Crespi et al., 2018).

To compute the anomaly fields the station monthly
records over the period 1800–2016 were converted into
monthly relative anomalies, that is, the ratio to their
corresponding 1961–1990 normals, and they were inter-
polated over the DEM by means of a weighted averaging
scheme. In this method, the relative anomaly for a cer-
tain month and grid cell is defined by the weighted aver-
age of the surrounding station anomalies whose weights
are expressed as the product of Gaussian functions
depending on radial and vertical distance from the target
point (Brunetti et al., 2012). The halving distance of the
radial weight was defined year-by-year according to the
evolution of data availability over the whole period. In
particular, it corresponds to the mean radius of the circle
centred on the grid cells and containing at least three sta-
tions with valid observations. The value rapidly decreases
from about 200 km during the earliest years to about
20 km in 1900 and further to 10 km after 1951 up to pre-
sent. This approach allowed to exploit the fine-scale
information provided by the period of dense data cover-
age and to include the available records on a larger area
when stations are sparser (Brunetti et al., 2012). The halv-
ing factor for the weight of elevation difference was set to
2,250 m over the whole period on the basis of a minimi-
zation error procedure. Since it is relatively high, the

FIGURE 2 Availability of

monthly records over the study

domain (solid line) and the study

basin (dashed line)
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station weights are mainly defined by the nearness to the
considered cell.

The 1800–2016 monthly precipitation records in abso-
lute values over the grid were finally obtained as the
product of the 1961–1990 monthly climatologies and the
interpolated series of monthly anomalies. As examples of
the resulting fields, in Figure 3 the precipitation distribu-
tion for the months featuring the highest total areal
monthly precipitation sum on the study basin over each
40-year subperiods from 1861 to present are reported
together with the available station records. The figure
highlights also the gradual increase of data coverage over
the study domain which passes from eight stations for
September 1882 to almost 200 stations in October 1960.

The 1800–2016 monthly areal precipitation record of
the upper part of the Adda river basin was obtained as
follows:

qt=
X

j

p j,t �S j � f j ð1Þ

where qt is the areal precipitation for the time step t, pj, t
is the precipitation reconstructed for the time step t at the
grid cell j and Sj and fj are the cell area and the fraction
of cell belonging to the basin, respectively. In order to
express the precipitation record in millimetres, the com-
puted values were finally normalized by the basin total
surface.

FIGURE 3 Monthly precipitation fields corresponding to the greatest total areal precipitation values over the study basin for the

subperiods (a) 1861–1900, (b) 1901–1940, (c) 1941–1980, (d) 1981–2016. The points represent the monthly records at the available station

sites
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2.4 | Validation of gridded data and
basin precipitation series

The accuracy of the climatologies was assessed by
reconstructing in leave-one-out (LOO) approach the
1961–1990 monthly normals of the 338 stations inside the
study domain, that is, by excluding the observation under
reconstruction in order to avoid self-influence. The same
LOO reconstruction was also applied on the monthly
anomaly series of the 338 stations within the study
domain in order to evaluate the agreement between the
modelled anomalies and the observed ones. The errors
were evaluated in terms of mean error (BIAS), mean
absolute error (MAE), mean absolute percentage error
(MAPE) and root mean square error (RMSE).

However, the reconstruction errors of monthly
records could be computed only from 1864, because no
record is available for the study domain until 1861 and
the data coverage before 1864, when most Swiss rain-
gauges started operating, is not enough to provide a sig-
nificant evaluation of the reconstruction ability at station
sites. In order to evaluate the reconstruction accuracy of
the anomaly gridding procedure also over the early years,
an iterative procedure was performed. The period
1801–1950 was divided in 30 consecutive 5-year intervals
and the 1951–2000 monthly anomalies of all the stations
in the study domain were iteratively reconstructed in
LOO approach by considering only the records of the sta-
tions operating in each 5-year subperiod. The 1951–2000
period was chosen as reference as it corresponds to the
years of best station coverage. The same halving distance
coefficient, already computed for each year whose data
availability is considered (see Section 2.3), was used and
whenever a station record selected for the reconstruction
did not cover the period 1951–2000 the anomalies of the
nearest available station were used in order to prevent
the reconstruction from being biased by the missing data.
The reconstruction errors were computed by comparing
the measured 1951–2000 monthly anomalies of each sta-
tion in the study domain with the corresponding simu-
lated series obtained by varying the data coverage.

The same procedure was applied also to evaluate the
uncertainty evolution of the monthly basin precipitation
record in relation to the rain-gauge coverage variation
over the study period. Since the actual monthly total pre-
cipitation series over the basin is unknown, the estimated
values over the 1951–2000 period of best data availability
were considered as reference since they are expected to
be characterized by the highest robustness. The
1951–2000 monthly basin precipitation record was then
iteratively reconstructed by computing the monthly
anomaly fields only from the data of the available sta-
tions in each 5-year subperiod from 1801 to 1950. At each

iteration, the gridded dataset was rescaled to absolute
values by means of the 1961–1990 climatologies and
Equation (1) was applied to get the areal precipitation
estimates which were compared to the reference one. In
particular, MAPE values were computed for each itera-
tion as follows:

MAPEi=
1
T
�
XT

t=1

~qt,i−qt
�� ��

qt
�100 ð2Þ

where ~qt,i is the simulated basin precipitation for time
step t by considering the station availability in subperiod
i, qt is the reference precipitation value at time t, T is the
total length of the series and t runs from January 1951 to
December 2000.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 | Climatologies, anomalies, and
precipitation records

The error values of 1961–1990 monthly climatology
reconstruction are listed in Table 1. BIAS is almost null
in all months with a slight underestimation in summer.
Despite the lowest MAE values, which are mainly due to
the drier conditions, the model is affected by the greatest
uncertainty in winter, when MAPE reaches the maxi-
mum in January (16%). The greater MAPE in winter

TABLE 1 Monthly leave-one-out reconstruction errors of the

1961–1990 normals for the 338 stations included in the study

domain

Month BIAS MAE MAPE [%] RMSE

1 0.0 9.1 15.6 12.5

2 0.4 7.9 14.0 11.0

3 0.2 9.8 12.4 14.5

4 −0.1 13.7 12.1 20.5

5 −0.4 14.8 9.6 20.6

6 −0.3 12.6 9.3 16.6

7 −0.3 11.0 9.0 14.1

8 −0.5 11.1 8.0 14.8

9 −0.2 11.8 10.0 16.0

10 0.0 13.0 10.7 18.1

11 −0.2 13.6 12.3 20.3

12 0.2 8.0 14.3 11.6

Note: Except for MAPE, all the values are expressed in mm and
BIAS is defined as the difference between simulation and
observation.
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could be partly ascribed to the difficulties in measuring
the contribution from solid precipitation in high-elevated
areas. The wind-induced undercatch is in fact one of the
main causes of precipitation underestimation at moun-
tain sites, which are mostly exposed to intense winds and
snowfall events (Sevruk et al., 2009).

As regards the annual precipitation climatology
(Figure 4), the mean annual precipitation normals for the
study domain and the study basin are 1,314 mm and
1,296 mm, respectively. The driest area is located over
the North-Eastern part of the study domain along the
Venosta Valley where a rain shadow effect occurs leading
to less than 500 mm year−1, while the highest precipita-
tion values occur over the western portion of the study
domain over the Como Prealps and the Canton of Ticino
with annual maxima exceeding 2,000 mm, especially
around the San Bernardino Pass. Other wet conditions
are evident over the Orobian Alps, South of the basin,
with annual totals ranging between 1,600 and 2,000 mm,
while the innermost part of Valtellina is characterized by
lower precipitation values, especially around Sondrio,
where annual totals are below 800 mm year−1. A similar
pattern is also evident along the course of Oglio river
flowing South-East of the Adda basin into Lake Iseo
where annual totals decrease of about 25% with respect
to surrounding areas.

The driest conditions occur during winter (DJF) over
the entire area, with less than 100 mm season−1 over
wide portions of Valtellina, Grisons and Venosta Valley
(Figure 5). Except for winter, the precipitation regime is
almost invariant along the year, with slightly wetter

conditions during summer (JJA) when they are mainly
driven by convective phenomena enhanced by moist and
warm Mediterranean air at low levels and drier and col-
der continental currents at higher levels. Considering the
average over the grid cells of the study basin only, the
precipitation normal is 170 mm in winter, 350 mm in
spring (MAM), 410 mm in summer and 365 mm in
autumn (SON), while the yearly cycle of monthly precipi-
tation is characterized by the highest and rather constant
contributions between April and November (~10% of
yearly values), with other months accounting for about
5% of the yearly values.

As regards the accuracy of monthly anomaly recon-
struction, by considering all the available data over the
study period for each month, MAE ranges from 0.24 in
December to 0.14 in May, confirming the greater diffi-
culty in capturing winter precipitation.

Figure 6 reports the time evolution along the
1864–2016 period of average annual MAE and BIAS
obtained over all the available station anomalies at each
time step. The highest average MAE values occur at the
beginning of the considered interval with maxima around
0.30 when they are mostly affected by the low data cover-
age, MAE gradually reduces over the following decades
to about 0.20 and it decreases further to about 0.15 from
the second half of the 20th century during the period of
best data availability. A slight increment is evident in the
last years, probably due to the decrease of updated data
for the most recent period. The evolution of average BIAS
is more regular and, except for the first two decades, it is
almost null over the whole period.

By applying the iterative procedure described in Sec-
tion 2.4 also the influence of station density on the
reconstruction accuracy was evaluated and the results
are reported in Figure 7. The errors reduce significantly
after 1861, when the first stations started operating
inside the study domain, and the MAE distributions
remain almost stable with median values around 0.2
from the beginning of the 20th century. It is worth not-
ing that even if the coverage before 1860 leads to larger
errors with medians around 0.4, there is no further
decrease in performances even for the lowest data cov-
erage of the first years, when very few stations enter in
the interpolation.

The rather low reconstruction errors obtained over
almost the whole investigated period are mainly due to
the large spatial coherence of anomalies which allow to
estimate a reliable climatic signal even when the data
density is lower. The distribution of the correlation
between the anomaly records of all the station pairs
within the study domain as function of their distance
shows in fact correlation values above 0.7 even for dis-
tances greater than 70 km.FIGURE 4 1961–1990 annual precipitation climatologies
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The accuracy in reconstructing the secular monthly
precipitation records in absolute values was also evaluated
by converting the LOO station monthly anomalies into
millimetres by means of the product for the corresponding
LOO normals. The largest fraction of MAPE values
obtained by the comparison of the station simulations
with observations over the 1864–2016 period ranges
between 16 and 23% with about 20% as average value.

3.2 | The 1800–2016 monthly areal
precipitation record of the study basin

The 1800–2016 monthly areal precipitation record of the
upper Adda river basin was computed by means of Equa-
tion (1). The availability of the gridded precipitation
dataset allowed to assess total precipitation falling on the

study basin at any time step over the whole considered
period. This information can be retrieved by means of the
anomaly method and not directly from the absolute sta-
tion records only: if the monthly precipitation fields were
estimated by simply interpolating the monthly records of
available stations, the study basin areal precipitation
would be significantly underestimated, at least before
1951. The underestimation obtained by just interpolating
the monthly observations before the 1860s is about 30%
and it reduces to about 10% in the following years until
1900. After that the bias gradually decreases, even though
it remains above 5% until 1951. This outcome reflects the
fact that the station distribution before 1951 is biased
towards low-level areas, where also precipitation normals
are generally lower than at higher elevations. The anom-
aly method integrates the spatial precipitation gradients
contained in the climatological fields allowing to avoid

FIGURE 5 1961–1990 seasonal precipitation climatologies
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the bias due to the uneven station coverage in the
resulting areal precipitation records for the study basin.

However, even though unbiased, the accuracy of this
record varies over time. The error evolution, as obtained
by means of the method described in Section 2.4, is

summarized in Table 2. The MAPE (Equation 2) com-
puted on annual scale is about 10% for all the station cov-
erages before 1855, it decreases to 7% by considering the
data density of 1856–1860 and to 4% with the availability
of 1861–1865 when the first stations inside the study
domain started operating. The annual error reduces fur-
ther to 2% with the station availability from 1881 and to
1% by taking into account the network coverage from
1921. The correlation coefficients between 1951–2000
simulated and reference precipitation records on annual
scale show the same behaviour as MAPE, with values
above 0.90 from 1861 availability onwards.

It is worth noting that the reconstruction from the
few available data of the first decades is relatively robust
and errors are constantly around 10% even when less
than 10 stations are used for the interpolation. In order to
assess the meaningfulness of the information on the
study basin retrieved from these few stations all located
outside the study domain, we extracted 1,000 sets of
50 random values from a normal distribution with the
same mean and standard deviation as the 1951–2000
annual precipitation series and the corresponding
MAPEs were computed. The average error turns out to
be about 20%, which proves the consistency of the esti-
mated accuracy and gives evidence of the ability of the
database to provide a reliable climate signal over the
basin even for the most remote years. Very similar out-
comes are depicted also at seasonal scale. The lowest
agreement is pointed out for winter with MAPE of about
30% for the data availability of the first decades, when all

FIGURE 6 Evolution of

annual MAE (solid line) and BIAS

(dashed line) of leave-one-out

reconstruction of the 1864–2016
station monthly relative anomalies

available inside the study domain.

The differences between simulated

and measured station anomalies are

considered

FIGURE 7 MAE distribution obtained from the

reconstruction of the 1951–2000 monthly anomalies of all the

stations in the study domain by considering only the records from

the rain-gauges available in each 5-year subperiod from 1801 to

1950. The boxes represent the inter-quartile range and the median

is reported by the bold line; the whiskers represent the 5–95%
quantile range
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the rain-gauges were located at low elevation, and it
decreases below 5% only after 1910. For the other sea-
sons, the reconstruction errors are below 5% already from
1881, when only four stations were operating inside the
study basin, and they generally reach 2% by using the
data distribution after 1910.

3.3 | Variability and trends of the multi-
century precipitation record of Adda basin

The 1800–2016 annual and seasonal precipitation records
for the study basin (Figure 8) were analysed for long-term
trends by performing the Theil-Sen (TS) test (Theil, 1950),
while the trend significance was assessed by the Mann-
Kendall (MK) test (Kendall, 1975). Considering a signifi-
cance level of 0.05, a significant negative annual trend of
−51 ± 25 mm century−1 was pointed out, while, on sea-
sonal scale, a negative tendency is depicted in all cases even
though it turns out to be significant for autumn precipita-
tion only with a reduction of −40 ± 16 mm century−1.
These values correspond to a −3.8 ± 1.9 and −9.3 ± 3.8%
century−1 decrease, respectively. The 1800–2016 negative
trend is likely to be largely driven by the wet conditions
characterizing the beginning of the 19th century. In addi-
tion, the earliest values are more affected by uncertainty
which has to be considered in the trend evaluation. In fact,
excluding the first decades the annual trend remains nega-
tive, but its MK p value is above 0.05.

It is however worth considering that the long-term
trend of the basin precipitation record could be slightly
biased because of the changes over time of rain-gauge
snow undercatch. A detailed discussion about this issue
is provided in the following section, while trend estima-
tions are performed without considering it also in order
to allow the comparison with other literature results

which do generally not take into account the rain-gauge
snow undercatch.

In order to investigate the variability of precipitation
over the basin on a finer time scale, a running-trend anal-
ysis was performed on the 1800–2016 annual and sea-
sonal records. The TS slopes and MK significances were
computed on windows of increasing width from 20 years
up to the entire period spanned by the series and running
from the beginning to the end of the record. The running
trend on annual values (Figure 9a) confirms a negative
long-term tendency which, however, assumes signifi-
cance only if almost the whole period is included in the
evaluation. The most frequent trend values range from
−10 to +10 mm decade−1 but only a low fraction of the
trends has MK p values below 0.05, as shown by the pixel
size. A more relevant variability in precipitation regime is
evident at shorter time scales with a sequence of wetting
and drying conditions, especially in the first half of the
20th century. A high frequency variability was also
pointed out for seasonal records (Figure 9b–e), while only
the autumn series shows a significant drying tendency at
long-time scale, which persists even varying the begin-
ning of the considered window. It is interesting to note
the strong negative trend in spring precipitation series
starting from the 1910s that is evident also for time win-
dows longer than 50 years. This trend is due to the rather
lower precipitation values from the 1940s which corre-
spond to a severe hydrological drought and which are
interrupted by a relevant increase in the 1970s
(Figure 9c). After this decade, however, spring precipita-
tion returns to be rather low, with another very severe
drought at the beginning of the 21st century (see also
Figure 8), and it shows significant negative trends even
over 100-year long periods starting around the 1910s.
This spring trend is also highlighted by Brugnara and
Maugeri (2019).

TABLE 2 Annual and seasonal

MAPE values of the reconstructed

1951–2000 total precipitation series by

considering the data availability in

some selected 5-year subperiods

from 1801

5-Year data availability Year DJF MAM JJA SON

MAPE [%] r MAPE [%]

1801–1805 9.5 0.72 28.8 23.4 15.5 25.2

1821–1825 9.9 0.69 29.4 23.9 17.2 25.2

1841–1845 9.9 0.72 29.2 24.4 16.7 22.8

1856–1860 7.1 0.87 22.7 18.7 12.3 18.3

1861–1865 3.8 0.96 16.5 7.1 6.3 7.8

1881–1885 2.0 0.99 7.4 3.8 3.7 4.2

1901–1905 2.2 0.99 8.0 3.4 3.7 4.1

1911–1915 1.6 0.99 4.3 2.3 2.4 2.7

1921–1925 1.1 >0.99 3.4 1.6 1.7 1.9

Note: For the annual simulations only, the correlation coefficients are reported too.
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FIGURE 8 1800–2016 annual and seasonal series of total precipitation of the upper Adda river basin (solid black line) together with a

11-year centred Gaussian filter with 3-year standard deviation (red solid line) and the Theil-Sen linear fit (dotted line) [Colour figure can be

viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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FIGURE 9 Running trend of annual and seasonal precipitation series. Trend values are expressed by colours (green to purple positive

and yellow to brown negative) while trend significance is represented by the pixel size (larger pixels for Mann-Kendall p values <.05)
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3.4 | Comparison of basin precipitation
and runoff series

Before comparing the annual precipitation series of the
study basin with the corresponding runoff record
(1845–2016), it is necessary to take into account the well-
known problem of rain-gauge snow undercatch, which
could account for up to several tens of percents of the
measured values, especially at the high-level sites charac-
terized by higher wind speed (Sevruk, 1985;
Richter, 1995; Frei and Schär, 1998). Ranzi et al. (1999)
and Grossi et al. (2017) showed that the underestimation
of snow precipitation for a rain-gauge network in an area
including also the Adda river basin, could range between
30 and 70% depending on the location, wind velocity and
instrument type.

Even though well-known, the problem of snow
undercatch is very difficult to address as it is extremely
site-dependent and relevant amount of station metadata
and meteorological information, especially wind speed,
are required to punctually provide reasonable evaluations
of the undercatch. For this reason, most climatologies
and precipitation analyses are performed without apply-
ing any correction at station level (e.g., Frei and
Schär, 1998; Isotta et al., 2014; Crespi et al., 2018; Pavan
et al., 2018): corrections which are not representative of
the specificities of each station location could in fact
introduce significant local errors reducing the accuracy of
the interpolated fields.

In order to take anyway into account the rain-gauge
snow undercatch at basin scale in the comparison with
the annual runoff series, we tried to evaluate the size of
this systematic bias on the annual basin precipitation
series. To do this, we need to consider the different issues
affecting this evaluation: (1) the snow undercatch correc-
tion should be applied only to the solid fraction of precip-
itation which has to be identified on the basis of the
temperature of each grid cell; (2) the increase of tempera-
ture over the past decades caused a reduction of the
snowfall events in some elevation bands and the conse-
quent snow undercatch decrease along time introduces a
spurious positive trend in total measured precipitation
amount; (3) since the stations located at low elevation
and in the inner valleys (i.e., where the solid precipitation
amount and/or wind exposure are lower) are less affected
by snow undercatch, its impact on the basin precipitation
series varies in time, driven by temporal evolution of the
spatial distribution of available stations: in the early
period, for which anomalies are reconstructed from only
low-level stations, the undercatch is less relevant.

In order to take into account all these issues, we
firstly applied to each grid-point monthly precipitation
value of the 1951–2000 period, that is, the period with

maximum data availability, the correcting algorithm pro-
posed by Eccel et al. (2012) and also used by Grossi
et al. (2017) for the Adda river basin. In this scheme, a
correction factor of 1.5 is introduced to increase the pre-
cipitation likely occurring in solid form (with monthly
average temperature T ≤ 0�C) while a linearly
temperature-dependent correction is applied for precipi-
tation likely occurring in mixed form (with monthly aver-
age 0�C < T < 2�C). The gridded monthly temperature
records we used in this procedure were computed by
applying to temperature observations the same anomaly
procedure described for precipitation (Brunetti
et al., 2012), exploiting the high-resolution temperature
climatology published by Brunetti et al. (2014) and an
improved version of the temperature time series pres-
ented in Brunetti et al. (2006b). The average ratio
between the corrected and uncorrected annual basin pre-
cipitation values turned out to be 1.11 which was applied
as multiplicative coefficient to correct the latter series
over the entire 1800–2016 period. The multiplicative coef-
ficient was calculated over the 1951–2000 interval even
though temperature data are available for the entire
study period because the station network after 1950 pro-
vides the best representation of the whole elevation range
of the study domain. Before this year the availability of
high-elevation rain-gauges decreases and, especially in
the first half of the 19th century, the database mainly rep-
resents low-elevation areas. The precipitation anomalies
of high-elevation grid cells for this period are derived
from the anomalies of low-elevation stations which are
less affected by the undercatch bias: if we corrected them
directly, the correction would be overestimated since it
assumes undercatch contributions corresponding to high-
elevation grid-cell temperatures.

A further limit of the correction procedure is that it
was applied at monthly scale, but the monthly average
temperature provides only a rough estimation of the
actual temperatures of the days in which precipitation
occurs.

The comparison with the annual runoff series was
performed over the 1846–2016 period on the basis of the
hydrological year, that is, from September to August, in
order to take into account the fraction of precipitation
falling as snow during autumn and winter which is
released during the following snowmelt runoff in spring
and summer. This is also the 12-month period providing
the highest correlation values between runoff and precip-
itation series, both with and without snow correction.
The mean annual difference between precipitation and
runoff proves the relevance of the correction: it turns out
to range from about 300 mm in the first years to about
400 mm in recent decades with a mean value over the
whole period of 330 mm, which decreases to only
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178 mm if the uncorrected precipitation series is consid-
ered. Since the main mechanism explaining the water
loss from the basin is evapotranspiration, annual water
losses below 200 mm seem to be strongly lower than
expected. In fact, previous literature studies applying the
Penman-Monteith equation at specific sites in Adda basin
(e.g., Ranzi and Bacchi, 1998) and in nearby basins in
Switzerland (Gurtz et al., 1999) suggest that the actual
evapotranspiration over the study basin, whose mean ele-
vation is 1,591 m a.s.l., is currently expected to be around
400 mm per year.

Besides systematically underestimating the measured
precipitation, the rain-gauge snow undercatch affects also
the long-term precipitation trends due to the strong tem-
perature increase occurring over the study period. In
order to test the sensitivity of the snow undercatch to
temperature, the correction algorithm was applied by

both increasing and decreasing the grid-point tempera-
tures by 1�C and by comparing the resulting multiplica-
tive coefficients. The temperature is found to have a
small but significant influence on the long-term precipi-
tation trend increasing the precipitation values at basin
scale of about 1.5–2.0% per �C of temperature increment.
The low effect of temperature on the precipitation trend
is also confirmed by deriving the grid-point precipitation
anomalies only from the stations that are less affected by
rain-gauge snow undercatch (i.e., stations below 500 m a.
s.l. or in the inner valleys of higher elevation areas) and
by comparing the annual basin precipitation series with
the corresponding series obtained from the full database
over the 1921–2016 period, which is the longest period in
which high-elevation areas are still represented by a
rather good station coverage. The annual differences
between the basin precipitation series retrieved from all

FIGURE 10 Temporal

evolution of the annual

(hydrological year) runoff

coefficient: In panel (a) the

1846–2016 series (black solid line) is

shown together with a 11-year

centred Gaussian filter with 3-year

standard deviation (red solid line)

and the Theil-Sen linear fit (dashed

line); in panel b) the running trend

is reported. Trend values are

expressed by colours (green to

purple positive and yellow to brown

negative) while trend significance is

represented by the pixel sizes (larger

pixels for Mann-Kendall

p values <.05)
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and low-level stations show a positive trend due to a
slightly stronger decrease of the precipitation record
obtained from the low-level stations. This positive trend
is however rather small (17 mm century−1, corresponding
to slightly more than 1% century−1 of basin precipita-
tion), even though the temperature trend in this period is
rather strong (1.6�C century−1). Overall, these results sug-
gest that temperature trend induces a positive bias of
about 1% century−1 in long-term precipitation trend that
is within the error of precipitation trend estimations.

The series of annual runoff coefficients, that is, the
ratios between annual runoff and corrected precipitation
(Figure 10a), was then subjected to trend analysis. A
strongly significant negative trend of −6.4 ± 1.0%
century−1 was pointed out over the whole period, also
confirmed by the running trend graph (Figure 10b),
where a significant negative trend is pointed out for
almost all windows at least one century long. On shorter
time scales significant decreases are also evident for win-
dows starting around 1850 and for time intervals begin-
ning in the 1930s and in the 1980s and spanning
20–30 years.

Moreover, the windows starting at the end of the
19th century and spanning few decades exhibit an
increasing tendency which can be explained by the
corresponding positive trend of precipitation and
resulting increased runoff. The negative trend of the
annual runoff coefficient series is due to basin runoff
decreasing stronger than basin precipitation. The basin
runoff exhibits in fact a rather relevant reduction of
−11.8 ± 3.2% century−1 (MK p value strongly below
0.01) that is clearly stronger than the precipitation
decrease, even if the hypothesis of the temperature-
induced positive bias in precipitation record is consid-
ered. The TS trends in the 1846–2016 series of annual
precipitation, runoff and runoff coefficient based on the
hydrological year are summarized in Table 3, in both
absolute and relative terms.

The decrease of the runoff coefficient series seems to
highlight long-term changes in evapotranspiration proba-
bly mainly induced by increasing temperature, as will be
discussed more in detail in the companion paper by
Ranzi et al. (this issue), focused on the 172-long time
series of daily runoff. Another contribution to the

variation of the evapotranspiration over the study basin
could derive from changes in land use and coverage
occurring over the study period, with the expansion of
forests enhanced by the gradual decline of human com-
munities and pastures over the mountainous areas (Guidi
et al., 2014; Ranzi et al., 2017). It is also worth noting that
the recent enhancement of glacier melting could slightly
mask the actual long-term decrease in the runoff coeffi-
cient which, without the contribution from glacier melt-
ing, could be even more negative than observed. This
effect has however to be considered together with the
positive bias in measured precipitation due to the reduc-
tion of the rain-gauge snow undercatch.

4 | CONCLUSIONS

The 1800–2016 monthly areal precipitation series for the
upper part of the Adda river basin (Central Alps) was
computed by means of the anomaly method and a
quality-checked and homogenized database of monthly
station records spanning more than two centuries and
covering a wide area centred on the study basin. More
specifically, the record was computed from a 30-arc sec
resolution grid of 1800–2016 precipitation series obtained
by superimposing the 1961–1990 LWLR climatologies
and the corresponding monthly anomalies interpolated
by a weighted averaging approach depending on station
distance and elevation difference from the target cell.

The temporal evolution of the reconstruction accu-
racy as well as of the robustness of the areal precipitation
estimates in respect to the variability in data coverage
was assessed by means of leave-one-out validation and
sensitivity tests. The accuracy rapidly increases after the
first decades and rather low errors are obtained even for
the years of sparse data coverage thanks to the anomaly
method which avoids significant underestimations in
areal precipitation occurring if the station values were
interpolated directly.

Significant negative trends were found for the
1800–2016 annual (−3.8 ± 1.9% century−1) and autumn
(−9.3 ± 3.8% century−1) areal basin precipitation records,
even if the MK p value for the annual signal is above 0.05
if the first decades are excluded from the analysis.

TABLE 3 TS trend slopes obtained for the study basin annual precipitation, runoff and runoff coefficient over the period 1846–2016

Annual precipitation Annual runoff Annual runoff coefficient

Absolute −46 ± 37 (mm�century−1) −136 ± 37 (mm�century−1) −0.064 ± 0.010 (century−1)

Relative −3.1 ± 2.5
(% century−1)

−11.8 ± 3.2
(% century−1)

−8.3 ± 1.3
(% century−1)

Note: The annual totals are based on the hydrological year, that is, from September to August.
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The comparison of the annual basin total precipita-
tion series with the corresponding runoff series over the
1845–2016 period allowed to better investigate both
records. For this period, the negative trend of uncorrected
and corrected precipitation is −41 ± 34 and
−46 ± 37 mm century−1, respectively, but none of them
is significant at 5% level.

Firstly, it allowed to discuss the contribution of rain-
gauge snow undercatch to the annual basin precipitation
series and to apply a suitable correcting procedure which
is needed to explain unrealistic low annual water losses
(below 200 mm) resulting from the difference between
uncorrected precipitation and runoff. The comparison
between runoff and corrected precipitation provides cur-
rent annual evapotranspiration estimates over the basin
of about 400 mm, a value consistent with the results
reported in literature for the Adda river and rather simi-
lar Alpine basins.

Secondly, the precipitation–runoff comparison
allowed to highlight a strong decrease in the runoff coef-
ficient series (−6.4 ± 1.0% century−1) due to a significant
reduction of annual runoff of −11.8 ± 3.2% century−1.
The runoff variation is expected to be mainly determined
by the increase in evapotranspiration which is probably
driven by both warming and changes in land use and
coverage. In addition, a small contribution to runoff
could derive from the accelerated melting of basin Alpine
glaciers during the recent decades which could slightly
reduce the actual runoff losses. The study basin runoff
and precipitation records will be released soon in an
online repository.
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